IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 7TH
IN AND FOR Volusia

JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
COUNTY, FLORIDA
VSO Case Number

IN RE: PETITION FOR RISK PROTECTION ORDER
AGAINST {Name of Respondent}

'-2_1_-1_04_6_8_ _ _ ___,

--"-B-'-'la-'-ir'---------

AFFIDAVIT

STATE OF FLORIDA
COUNTY OF -Volusia
---'-------I, {fit!/ legal name} Richard Skrzypinski
, in my position as {job
title} Deputy Skrzypinski
with the {name of/aw enforcement officer/agency}
Volusia County Sheriffs Office , swear and affirm that the following facts are true and correct.
I. {Name ofRespondent}
poses a significant danger
of causing personal injury to himself/herself or others by having a firearm or any
ammunition in his/her custody or control or by purchasing, possessing or receiving a
firearm or any ammunition. The following specific statements, actions, or facts give rise
to a reasonable fear of significant dangerous acts by the respondent:
Pointed a firearm at several people in a car who were driving through a property in which
is working at to demolish old house.
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Additional pages are attached.

2. {Name of Witness} ;
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ provided the following
information based on his/her personal knowledge:
See attached
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Additional pages are attached.
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On 06/06/2021 at approximately 2345 hours, Deputy Skrzypinski was dispatched to the intersection of
Ormonds Jungle Den Rd and N Ormonds Jungle Den Rd, Astor in reference to aggravated assault with a
firearm.
Upon arrival, Deputy Skrzypinski made contact with
(V2) who advised he was driving
his fnends around his neighborhood when he remembered the Jungle Den Fish camp was being torn
down.
advised after dinner he thought it would be fun to show his friend the area since they were
moving in close by.
stated their intentions where to only drive around the neighborhood and look at
the old trailers and buildings that are being demolished.
advised he drove into the neighborhood and
around the circle driveway at the end, continuing back out of the area towards Jungle Den Rd and N
Jungle Den Rd.
stated as he was leaving the area he noticed a large silver pick up truck driving up to
his vehicle quickly.
advised the vehicle then pulled in front of his and blocked him from leaving the
area.
stated an unknown male described as a 6 foot tall white male with a groomed beard, blue Tshirt, jeans, and a fanny pack exited the truck .
stated the male then approached his vehicle and
pulled a handgun out of a zippered case worn on the males waist.
stated the male was pointing the
gun at everyone in his vehicle telling them they where trespassing.
advised his friend,
(VI) who was seated in the back seat was standing outside of the vehicle at which time the male struck
on the face with an open hand.
got back into the vehicle and they drove out of the neighborhood.
advised he then contacted law enforcement for assistance.
advised he was in fear for his life,
that death or serious injury was imminent.
advised he has never met the male before.
completed a sworn written statement advising he wished to pursue charges.
Deputy Skrzypinski made contact with
who advised he was the rear seat passenger in
s vehicle.
stated after dinner
wanted to show him a fish camp which was being demolished close by to
where he was moving soon on Paradise Dr.
stated they drove around the neighborhood and left.
stated as they where leaving an unknown male drove up to their vehicle quickly in a silver pickup truck
and blocked their exit.
advised an unknown male exited the truck and approached the vehicle.
then exited the vehicle as well to meet the male.
stated the male then unzipped a fanny pack he was
wearing around his waist, produced a handgun, and pointed it at
and everyone else inside of the
vehicle.
advised a verbal altercation ensued between them about the male pointing the gun at firm at
which time the male struck
on the right side of the face with an open hand.
advised he then got
back into the vehicle and
drove away from the area to contact law enforcement.
advised he was
m fear for hrs hte and that death or senous mJury was rmmment.
advised he has never met the male
before.
completed a sworn written statement indicating he wished to pmsue charges.
Deputy Skrzypinski contacted
(V3) who was the front seat passenger.
corroborated the above statements.
advised when the male she described as 6 foot tall white male
pointed the gun at everyone in the vehicle she had a well founded fear that death or serious injury was
imminent.
advised as
was leaving she seen the male still pointing the gun at the car.
completed a sworn written statement indicating she wished to pursue charges.
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Deputy Skrzypinski made contact with
(V4) who corroborated the above statements
advising while the male was pointing the gun at everyone in the vehicle she had a well founded fear that
death or serious injury was imminent.
described the male as 6 foot tall with a beard wearing a blue
shirt.
advised she recorded the incident on her phone
completed a sworn written statement
indicating she wished to pmsue charges.
It should be noted from prior incidents Deputy Skrzypinski recognized the description provided of the
vehicle and the male to be
(DI) who was staying on the property as a property manager.
Deputies made telephone contact with
who advised he was intoxicated and could not drive to meet
deputies at the entrance to the fish camp. Deputies approached the camp and made contact with
who
was wearing a blue T-shirt, Jeans, and a black fanny pack as described by victims. Deputy Skrzypinski
asked
if he was armed to which
advised he was not and allowed Deputy Skrzypinski to search
the fanny pack which yielded negative results for the firearm. Deputy Skrzypinski advised
of his
Constitutional Rights under Miranda.
advised he understood his rights and did not wish to speak
with Deputy Skrzypinski. While speaking with
Deputy Skrzypinski could smell the odor of an
alcoholic beverage coming from
's breath. While
was in contact with deputies,
lunged at
Deputy Clausen at which time he was redirected away from Deputy Clausen and
fell to the ground.
Deputy Skrzypinski made contact with a friend of
s named
who advised he was staying on the
property with
stated he observed the vehicle drive into the neighborhood and
drive off
after it.
advised by the time he got up to
he could see
arm extended towards the vehicle
however could not see if anything was in
's hand.
was arrested and transported to VCBJ.
It should be noted from a previous crash involving
Deputy Skrzypinski remembered
carried a
firearm on his person inside of the fanny pack however Deputies were unable to locate the firearm.
would not tell deputies were the firearm was located.
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3. Affiant _ is L is not aware of any existing protection order governing the
respondent under any applicable statute.
Known protection orders are attached
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4. The quantities, types, and locations of all firearms and ammunition the petitioner
believes to be in the respondent's current ownership, possession, custody or control are
as follows:
Quantity

Type

Location

Quantity

Type

Location

Quantity

Type

Location

Quantity

Type

Location

Quantity

Type

Location

Quantity

Type

Location

Additional pages are attached.
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AFFIANT HEREBY CERTIFIES UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY THAT THE
STATEMENTS AND FACTS IN TIDS AFFIDAVIT AND IN ANY ATTACHMENTS
ARE TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KN~O
E .· E . L
Dated: 06/06/2021

Signature of Affiant:

Sworn to (or affirmed) and subscribed before me by means of
this

06

day of June

2021
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~

physical presence or

..

Mf (
D online notarization,

, by Richard Skrzypinski
Affiant's name

~-'7

,,<_

>---

Signature of A

OR

Signature ofNotary Public
(Print, Type, or Stamp Commissioned Name of Notary Public)

Personally known

or

Produced Identification

(Type of Identification Produced)
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